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Background & Research Question
• Russian IRA shared 1.8M images on Twitter during 2016 election
• Validated US Twitter users, 19% tweets are memes, 30% political
• What distinguishes state-linked memes from authentic ones?

Data Collections
• 26K authentic memes from r/meme subreddit (authentic memes)
• 15K non-meme image-with-text data (COCO-Text) as negative sample for
training (so not simply a classifier for images with or without text)
• 26K images from IRA on Twitter (coordinated memes if classified as meme)

Methods Overview
1. Classify IRA images into memes vs. non-memes (test accuracy > 0.97)
2. Extract visual embeddings jointly for both authentic memes (Reddit) and
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coordinated memes (IRA) using DeepCluster (Caron et al. 2019)
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Summary of Findings

estimation are regularly used in computer vision applications [13,14,15]. For
example, the “bag of features” model uses clustering on handcrafted local de• Latent visual embeddings reveal similarity between memes
scriptors to produce good image-level features [16]. A key reason for their success
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image classification, very few works [21,22] have been proposed to adapt them to
the end-to-end training of convnets, and never at scale. An issue is that clustering
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methods have been primarily designed
for linear Clusters
models on top of fixed features,
and they scarcely work if the features have to be learned simultaneously. For
example, learning a convnet with k-means would lead to a trivial solution where
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the features are zeroed, and the clusters are collapsed into a single entity.
In this work, we propose a novel clustering approach for the large scale endto-end training of convnets. We show that it is possible to obtain useful generalpurpose visual features with a clustering framework. Our approach, summarized
in Figure 1, consists in alternating between clustering of the image descriptors
and updating the weights of the convnet by predicting the cluster assignments.
For simplicity, we focus our study on k-means, but other clustering approaches
can be used, like Power Iteration Clustering (PIC) [23]. The overall pipeline is
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sufficiently close to the standard supervised training of a convnet to reuse many
common tricks [24]. Unlike self-supervised methods [25,26,27], clustering has the
advantage of requiring little domain knowledge and no specific signal from the
inputs [28,29]. Despite its simplicity, our approach achieves significantly higher
performance than previously published unsupervised methods on both ImageNet
classification and transfer tasks.
Finally, we probe the robustness of our framework by modifying the experimental protocol, in particular the training set and the convnet architecture.
The resulting set of experiments extends the discussion initiated by Doersch et
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0: Texts on paper
33: Russian face
22: 2 people pictures
16: Russian politicians
12: Printed documents
53: Staring face
92: Staring male face
69: Face close up
74: Annoyed male face
96: Quotes/white
57: Quotes/dark
93: Female face
44: Old male figures
7: Multiple panels
94: Missles/bomb/war zone
4: Politician portrait
27: Slogans
98: Group meetings
66: Screenshots/Google
76: Quotes/white
35: Screenshots/posts
85: Charts/logos
5: Gathering/military
52: Quotes/face
31: Military/polics
14: Russian symbols
21: Screenshots/comments
99: Screenshots/Tweets
40: Shocking face
89: Screenshots/charts
1: Screenshots/websites
73: Purse lips
41: Staring eyes
3: Big mouth
70: Naughty man
29: Confrontations
28: Screenshots/Tweets
82: Gadgets
48: Politician speaking
18: Constructions
30: Quotes/boards
8: Holding stuff
25: Red maps
75: Piece of paper
49: Slogans/dark
46: Comparing figures
90: Conversation cloud memes
26: Weapons
20: Cats/dogs memes
83: Flags/symbos
23: Quotes on paper
47: Multiple panels/people
39: Straight face male
77: Chaotic scenes
61: 4 panel comics
15: Duolingo/diagrams
68: Cold scenes
60: Criminal/People wanted
71: Road scenes
13: Hand drawn comics
11: Screenshots/Tweets dark
37: Quotes/dark
95: Screenshots/pics
55: Screenshots/news
72: Compare multiple faces
81: Simpsons/Rick and Morty
65: Screenshot/Tweets dark
43: Jake/Simpsons
64: Multiple panels
63: 4 panel memes
67: Multiple panels
56: Screenshots/banner
38: Dark scenes
88: Left/right memes
45: 4 panel memes
34: Sites/facilites
97: 4 panel comics
17: 4 panel memes
86: Character labeling
54: Wink face
62: Creatures
59: Top/bottom memes
80: Top/bottom memes
42: Character labeling
10: Office
36: Dogs memes
6: Winnie the Pooh
50: SpongeBob memes
19: Animal memes
24: Presentation memes
58: People talking memes
9: Dark/unclear
91: SpongeBob/Rick and Morty
2: Winnie the Pooh
78: Thomas/Incredibles
51: Movie scene memes
84: Bugs Bunny
79: Bugs/Plankton
32: Unsettled Tom meme
87: Black Hackerman meme
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Next Steps
1. Compare with authentic memes on US Twitter or Russian social media
2. Use multimodal transformer (ex. VisualBERT) to extract embeddings that
incorprate textual information and text-scene interactions
3. More flexible clustering models to incorporate tweet-level covariates

